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Abstract: In this paper, the proposal for the performance optimization of the wireless power transfer
(WPT) system is given. The solution is based on the alternative configuration of the secondary-side
rectifier. It is represented by a diode rectifier with a current doubler. Compared to the bridge rectifier,
two diodes are replaced by the inductors. Initially, a system analysis was performed to investigate the
electrical behavior and find the most optimal conditions referred to as terms of efficiency performance
at nominal power. Due to this requirement, the rectifier inductors must be designed accordingly to
meet this condition. The experimental verification was realized as well, while the proposed solution
was compared to other common alternatives of the secondary-side rectification. The load sensitivity
analysis in terms of efficiency performance was realized as well to observe the system behavior for a
wide operation range. From the results, it is seen that the proposed alternative of the secondary-side
rectification of the WPT system gives promising results in terms of high operating efficiency.

Keywords: wireless power transfer; diode rectifier; current doubler; equivalent load; compensation;
efficiency optimization

1. Introduction

The wireless power transfer (WPT) system is recognized as one of the most appropri-
ate technological approaches. WPT has already reached the commercialization stage in
inductive pickup systems in manufacturing facilities [1], and it has been used in portable
consumer electronics as well as for biomedical applications [2–6] over the last decade.
Active research has recently been extended to the static and dynamic charging of electric
vehicles [7,8] and medical implants [9,10]. The constant power performance increase in
the portable devices wireless chargers creates a significant technical approach for electrical
engineers and researchers, which are associated with the effective removal of heat losses
outside of the charged accumulator’s area. Portable devices have a relatively low charging
voltage value and thus a high current value, so together with the value of the parasitic
secondary coil series resistance, significant heat losses occur [11–16].

The load resistance of a WPT system should be transformed to the optimum load
resistance of the system because the WPT system transfer efficiency is highly dependent
on the load impedance. Then, a high-power transfer efficiency for the whole (or most)
part of the load range can be achieved. Many studies have been conducted regarding this
topic [17–23]. Generally, there are at least four commonly used methods that can realize
load resistance transformation [24–26]:

• Using DC-DC converters for altering load impedance;
• Using passive circuits for impedance matching;
• Reconfigurable resonant circuits for impedance matching;
• Using variable operating frequency.
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The key will be the nature of the used specific compensation topology for the analyzed
WPT system. For example, topology series–series (S-S, compensating for the coils’ own
inductance), parallel–parallel (P-P), LCC-LCC, LCC-P, and others are characterized by their
current output, i.e., they act as a current source. Other topologies, e.g., S-S (compensating
for the stray inductance of coils), P-S, S-P, LCC-S, and others, act as a voltage source [27,28].
For a specific type of output, it is most appropriate to use only a compatible current
doubler. In principle, two types of current doubler are recognized: a rectifier with coils
without magnetic coupling (which is suitable for WPT systems with current output) and a
rectifier with magnetically coupled coils (which is suitable for WPT systems with voltage
output) [29–31].

EVs with WPT technology usually consider their power batteries to be the energy
receiving device. The output power level of the complete WPT system is tied to mutual
inductance and equivalent battery resistance. The power sent to the WPT system’s sec-
ondary side, which employs a bridge rectifier, is insufficient when there is a light load. The
system’s overall power transmission capacity has been increased through the application of
numerous strategies. A novel impedance transfer method based on the combined continu-
ous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) operating out of
the buck converter is proposed [32] to track the maximum power transmission. However,
the receiving side requires a buck converter, which adds to the cost and installation area
of the system. It also requires a switch and three passive elements. The phase difference
between the secondary rectifier input voltage and the primary inverter output voltage can
be set to 90 to increase the power level, which is in accordance with the auxiliary function
of an additional three-coil system [33]. However, to implement the closed-loop control
mechanism, wireless communication between the sending and receiving sides is necessary.
Unfortunately, the extra communication facilities will result in an increase in system size
and expense. Many [34–36] have implemented the frequency adjustment to follow the
greatest power transfer as the coupling coefficient moves beyond the critical coupled state.
That does, however, primarily address the issue of output power loss under various cou-
pling coefficients. The frequency modification approach is not able to improve the output
power reduction caused by the load. However, to achieve optimal coupling efficiency
transmission for a specific WPT system, there exists an optimist load Ropt [37–39]. The fol-
lowing provides an overview of recent research on tracking maximum efficiency under load
fluctuations. To attain optimal efficiency tracking, the variable load R is transferred into
Ropt via a DC/DC converter that is put on the secondary side. But the DC/DC converter’s
extra power loss, rising component costs, and large size should raise concerns. To achieve
impedance matching, the passive impedance matching network—which consists of the
inductor and capacitor network—is positioned in front of the rectifier component. However,
there will be the introduction of the unwanted imaginary impedance. By modifying the
active rectifier’s phase shift angle, the equivalent impedance can be set to the ideal value
for attaining the best efficiency. On the other hand, it will become more difficult to control
since crossing zero-point detection is required to accurately control the phase-shift angle.

In this paper, focus is given to the performance research of a certain WPT system
with a series–series compensation network [40–45] using an alternative secondary-side
rectifier topology. The analysis of the impedance ratio is being evaluated in reference
to the efficiency of the whole system. More specifically, according to the optimization
procedure, we are talking about the possibility of replacing a standard two-way diode
(or even synchronous) rectifier in a bridge connection. Using a modified rectifier on the
secondary side, which is characterized by a higher impedance conversion, it is naturally
possible to establish the conditions for higher achievable efficiency. This approach is
favorable for the systems with a low equivalent load; thus, there is no need to consider
the use of an additional power converter on the secondary side. The implementation of
the proposed rectifier topology increases the voltage at the input of the rectifier, thereby
reducing the current through the secondary coil. The proposed solution is analyzed to find
the optimal design of the value of inductances to achieve the highest possible operational
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efficiency. Experimental verification is given at the end, while the analyzed solution is
compared to the common configuration of the WPT system.

2. Analysis of Alternative Secondary-Side Rectifier

Some applications do not require regulation (based on the secondary-side load type).
The analyzed system belongs to the case when no WPT system secondary-side regulation is
required. For this situation, the common WPT systems use standard bridge diode rectifiers
for the secondary-side rectification (Figure 1a), while C block refers to the compensation
network, which can be various types.
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Figure 1. Equivalent schematics of WPT system with standard secondary-side bridge diode rectifier
(a). Equivalent schematics of WPT system with modified secondary-side diode rectifier (b).

Because wireless power transfer is currently a matter of supplying power for a wide
range of applications, the consideration about the power performance is important regard-
ing proper selection of the optimal secondary-side rectifier topology. Figure 1b shows one
possible alternative topology, while upper diodes of the bridge rectifier are replaced by
the inductors without any common magnetic coupling. This configuration refers to the
current-type rectifier, and its operational behavior is a matter of research within this paper.

2.1. Principle of Operation of Current-Type Rectifier

To explain the operational principle of the WPT system secondary-side current-type
rectifier, assumption on the harmonic power supply is made initially (Figure 2), while
only the fundamental 1st harmonic is considered. In this way, a certain error is concerned
regarding the mathematical model, but this error is not exceptional to prove the operational
performance analysis. We are more concerned with a qualitative explanation and not with
a precise mathematical description at the beginning. In addition, it would be necessary
to consider the specific V-A characteristic of a certain diode. The circuit schematic for the
analysis is shown in Figure 3.
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Because both inductors are replacing diodes, the same electrical properties are con-
sidered for them. Due to the sinusoidal source voltage waveform u1 of the power supply
voltage, the operational cycle of the rectifier is divided into two symmetrical intervals—
interval A and interval B (Figure 3).

• INTERVAL A

This interval belongs to the time interval 0 < t < T/2. The supply voltage is positive,
while current is flowing through inductor LR1, parallel load CF‖RZ and through the diode
D2, going back to the power supply. At the same time, inductor LR2 is supporting this
current flow through the sourcing of the energy, which was absorbed during the previous
operational cycle.

• INTERVAL B

This interval belongs to the time interval T/2 < t < T. The supply voltage has negative
polarity, while current is flowing through inductor LR2, parallel load CF‖RZ and through
the diode D1, going back to the power supply. At the same time, inductor LR1 is supporting
this current flow through the sourcing of the energy, which was absorbed during the
previous operational cycle.

2.2. Analytical Expression for Optimal Design of Current-Doubler Inductors

A mathematical description of both operational intervals is provided in Equation (1).
Using assumption according to the ideal coil of transmitter and receiver of the WPT system
(RR1 = RR2 = 0) and considering that the voltage threshold of the diodes is uD1 = uD2 = 0,
then Equation (1) can be transformed into a simpler form described by (2).

(
0 < t <

T
2

)
d
dt

iR1 =
1

LR1
(u1 − uZ − uD2 − RR1iR1)

d
dt

iR2 =
1

LR2
(uZ + uD1 + RR2iR2)

(
T
2
< t < T

)
d
dt

iR2 =
1

LR2
(u1 − uZ − uD1 − RR2iR2)

d
dt

iR1 =
1

LR1
(uZ + uD2 + RR1iR1)

(1)
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(
0 < t <

T
2

)
d
dt

iR1 =
1

LR1
(u1 − uZ)

d
dt

iR2 =
uZ
LR2(

T
2
< t < T

)
d
dt

iR2 =
1

LR2
(u1 − uZ)

d
dt

iR1 =
uZ
LR1

(2)

If LR1 = LR2 is valid, then from (2), it is possible to find out similarity regarding
expressions for currents iR1 and iR2. The difference reflected within the signs is related
to the mutual phase shift, which is equal to 180◦. Exact expressions for time-dependent
currents are gained through the integration of (2), while Equations (3) and (4) have the
following form: (

0 < t <
T
2

)
iR1(t) = iR1(0) +

Um

ωLR1
(1− cos(ωt))− uZ

LR1
t ; Um =

√
2u1(

T
2
< t < T

)
iR1(t) = iR1

(
T
2

)
+

uZ
LR1

(
T
2
− t
)

(3)

(
0 < t <

T
2

)
iR2(t) = iR2(0)−

uZ
LR2

t(
T
2
< t < T

)
iR2(t) = iR2

(
T
2

)
+

Um

ωLR2
(1 + cos(ωt)) +

uZ
LR2

(
T
2
− t
)

(4)

By implementing the condition LR1 = LR2 = LR0, Equations (5) and (6) are obtained:(
0 < t <

T
2

)
iR1(t) = iR1(0) +

Um

ωLR0
(1− cos(ωt))− uZ

LR0
t(

T
2
< t < T

)
iR1(t) = iR1

(
T
2

)
+

uZ
LR0

(
T
2
− t
)

(5)

(
0 < t <

T
2

)
iR2(t) = iR2(0)−

uZ
LR0

t(
T
2
< t < T

)
iR2(t) = iR2

(
T
2

)
+

Um

ωLR0
(1 + cos(ωt)) +

uZ
LR0

(
T
2
− t
)

(6)
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Because both iR1 and iR2 have periodic character, Equation (7) can be defined:

iR2(0) = iR1

(
T
2

)
iR2

(
T
2

)
= iR1(0)

(7)

Considering (7), it is possible to determine average values (8) of both investigated
currents IR1 and IR2:

IR1 =
1
T


T
2∫
0

(
iR1(0) +

Um

ωLR0
(1− cos(ωt))− uZ

LR0
t
)

dt

+
T∫

T
2

(
iR1(0) +

Um

ωLR0

(
1− cos

(
ω

T
2

))
− uZ

LR0

T
2
+

uZ
LR0

(
T
2
− t
))

dt


= iR1(0) +

3
2

Um

ωLR0
− T

2
uZ
LR0

IR2 =
1
T


T
2∫
0

(
iR1(0) +

Um

ωLR0
(1− cos(ωt))− uZ

LR0

T
2
− uZ

LR0
t
)

dt

+
T∫

T
2

(
iR1(0) +

Um

ωLR0

(
1 + cos

(
ω

T
2

))
+

uZ
LR0

(
T
2
− t
))

dt


= iR1(0) +

3
2

Um

ωLR0
− T

2
uZ
LR0

(8)

Equation (8) just confirms the above-mentioned assumption about the same wave-
forms of both currents except for their phase shift. Typical waveforms can be seen in
Figure 4.
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At this point, the determination of the voltage and current ratio of the circuit will be
determined, while the constant load voltage value is considered. Because of the current
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periodicity, the condition iR1(T) = iR1(0) is valid. Then, using (5), Equation (9) can be found:

iR1

(
T
2

)
+

UZ
LR0

(
T
2
− T

)
= iR1(0) (9)

To find required relations, it is important to substitute iR1(T/2), while Equation (10) is
then found as:

iR1(0) +
Um

ωLR0

(
1− cos

(
ω

T
2

))
− UZ

LR0

T
2
+

UZ
LR0

(
T
2
−−T

)
= iR1(0) (10)

From (10), the unknown ratio can be found as follows:

iR1(0) + 2
Um

ωLR0
− UZ

LR0

T
2
+

UZ
LR0

(
T
2
− T

)
= iR1(0)

⇓
2

Um

2π f LR0
=

UZ
LR0

1
f

⇓√
2

π
U1 = UZ

(11)

Taking into account the invariance of powers in the ideal power transfer case, i.e.,
U1I1 = UZIZ at a fully resonant state, the current ration can be directly described by (12)

π√
2

I1 = IZ (12)

Now, the description is generally valid; nevertheless, in real applications, slightly
no-resonant states are neglected with tolerable error.

For completeness, the value of iR1(0) would be determined, which is required for the
calculation of all system currents. The procedure is made under the assumption that the
load current is given by the instantaneous sum of the currents iR1(t) and iR2(t). The formula
is described by (13).

IZ =
UZ
RZ

= IR1 + IR2 = 2
(

iR1(0) +
3
2

Um

ωLR0
− T

2
UZ
LR0

)
(13)

By solving (13), Equation (14) is found:

iR1(0) =
UZ
2RZ

− UZπ

2ωLR0
(14)

The principle of the rectifier was explained in Figures 4 and 5 and through Equation (1).
However, based on previous assumptions, Formula (15) can be defined.(

0 < t <
T
2

)
i1(t) = iR1(t) = iR1(0) +

Um

ωLR0
(1− cos(ωt))− UZ

LR0
t(

T
2
< t < T

)
i1(t) = −iR2(t) = −

[
iR2

(
T
2

)
+

Um

ωLR0
(1 + cos(ωt)) +

UZ
LR0

(
T
2
− t
)]

; iR2

(
T
2

)
= iR1(0)

(15)

Therefore, it can be seen that the current has the same shape (only with the opposite
sign) in both the positive and negative half-waves of the input voltage. In this particular
case, it is a quasi-rectangular waveform, which is based on the assumption of a sinusoidal
power supply. Considering the connection of the rectifier to a WPT circuit with a current
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output, the current and voltage have a harmonic time dependency. For this reason, the
logical step is to perform a harmonic decomposition of the relations defined by (14) using
the Fourier transform and thereby obtain its fundamental harmonic (16). The parameters
a0, a1 and b1, used in (16), denote the Fourier coefficients.

i1(t) ≈
a0

2
+ a1cos(ωt) + b1sin(ωt) (16)

1 
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Figure 5. Operation during time Interval A including compensation network (a). Equivalent opera-
tion during time Interval B including compensation network (b).

By the substitution of (11) into (15), we obtain the formula for the total waveform of
the input current (17).

0 < t <
T
2

i1(t) =
UZ
2RZ

− UZ
2ωLR0

+
UZπ

ωLR0
(1¯cos(ωt))− UZ

LR0
t

T
2
< t < T

i1(t) =
UZ
2RZ

− Umπ

2ωLR0
+

UZπ

ωLR0
(1 ++cos(ωt)) +

UZ
LR0

(
T
2
− t
)

(17)

The Fourier coefficients are determined by Equation (18):

a0 =
2
T

T∫
0

i1(t)dt = 0

a1 =
2
T

T∫
0

i1(t)cos(ωt)dt = −
(

π2 − 4
π2

)
UZπ

ωLR0

b1 =
2
T

T∫
0

i1(t)sin(ωt)dt =
2UZ
πRZ

+

(
π − 1

π

)
2UZ

ωLR0RZ

(18)

Then, the fundamental harmonic of the current is described by (19).

i1(t) ≈
[

2UZ
πRZ

+

(
π − 1

π

)
2UZ

ωLR0RZ

]
sin(ωt)−

(
π2 − 4

π2

)
UZπ

ωLR0
cos(ωt) (19)

Current i1 consists of two harmonic waves: the first one corresponds to the sine
function, while the second one corresponds to the minus cosine function. Since the voltage
u1 varies according to the sine function, the first current component is in phase with the
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voltage, and the second one lags by 90◦. Regarding the theory of first-harmonic analysis,
we can declare the second component as an imaginary part of the net current.

Recall that u1 = Umsin(ωt) is valid; then, using Equation (20), it is possible to find
out that two currents are phase shifted by 90◦, while the first of them has a pure ohmic
character, whereby the second one has an imaginary character.

u1

i1
≈ U1

I1
≈

πUZ√
2

sin(ωt)[
2√
2

UZ
πRZ

+
(

π−1
π

)
2√
2

UZ
ωLR0RZ

]
sin(ωt)−

(
π2−4

π2

)
UZπ

ωLR0
√

2
cos(ωt)

(20)

With respect to the supply voltage, the rectifier behaves like a load composed of
parallel resistance and inductance. This inductance will negatively affect the power factor
of the rectifier and must be dealt with. So, from Equation (20), we determine the imaginary
component of impedance (21),

I

{
U1

I1

}
≈

πUZ√
2(

π2−4
π2

)
UZπ

ωLR0
√

2

=

(
π2

π2 − 4

)
ωLR0 ⇒ Le =

(
π2

π2 − 4

)
LR0 (21)

which (among other things) shows the way of reflected LR0 onto the input terminals of the
rectifier, i.e., the converted inductance Le. Its influence can be fully compensated by an
additional capacitor Ce (22) connected in parallel to the input terminals of the rectifier (see
Figure 5).

Ce =
1

2ω2Le
=

1

ω2
(

π2

π2−4

)
LR0

(22)

This unity power factor ensures that both the input voltage and the drawn current are
in phase.

The last step is to determine the inductance LR0 value. Equation (2) should be used
as the initial condition, while in combination with Equation (11) and Equation (12), the
consideration on the harmonic waveforms gives the formula for inductance (23).

LR0 =
RZ
ω

(
π − 1

π

)
(23)

Looking at (22) shows that the expression represents a simple relationship, but the
design challenge is represented by the load vale dependency. Because of this relationship,
the analyzed solution of the WPT system would be well suited for the systems with constant
power requirements.

3. Comparison of WPT System Performance for Bridge Diode Rectifier and Proposed
Circuit Modification

Experimental verification was provided for a quantitative comparison of the analyzed
secondary-side rectifier alternative, while the most common compensation network for
the transmitting and receiving side was used (series–series compensation) [27–29]. The
analyzed system is compared to the WPT system using a standard bridge-diode rectifier.
The input to output parameters are listed in Table 1. U1amp refers to the input voltage
amplitude, U2batt is the secondary-side voltage required by the load, fsw is the primary-side
converter switching, PZ is the output power, k is the coupling coefficient and p is the ratio
between the primary and secondary side.

Table 1. Input to output nominal parameters of experimental test.

U1amp
(V)

U2batt
(V)

fsw
(kHz)

PZ
(W)

k
(-)

p
(-)

4
π 55 18 577 200 0.5 1
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Table 2 indicates the values of the circuit parameters, while L1 and L2 are the values of
inductances of the primary and secondary coil, C1 and C2 are the values of compensation
capacitances, R1 and R2 are parasitic resistances of primary and secondary coils, and RZ is
the value of the load resistance.

Table 2. Values of the circuit components of investigated WPT system.

L1 = L2
(µH)

C1 = C2
(nF)

R1 = R2
(mΩ)

RZ
(Ω)

5.5 142.12 90 × 10−3 1.62

In order to verify the electrical behavior of both alternatives, circuit simulation in the
time domain was realized considering the operation reflecting the optimal value of the
load. The simulation models are shown in Figure 6, while the primary-side inverter is
represented by voltage-source replacement.
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Figure 6. Circuit diagram of simulation model for WPT system with bridge-diode rectifier (a) and
proposed alternative (b).

Our main focus was concentrated on the time waveforms of the currents, which flow
through individual legs of the rectifier (Ia, Ib), the load current, Iload, and the secondary-side
voltage induced on the receiving coil U2. Figure 7a shows time waveforms of the mentioned
circuit variables for the bridge-diode rectifier, while Figure 7b represents the situation for
the current doubler rectifier.
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Figure 7. Time waveforms of selected electrical variables for bridge-diode rectifier (a) and time
waveforms of selected electrical variables for current-doubler rectifier (b).
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Regarding the results of the WPT system with a bridge-diode rectifier, the currents
Ia and Ib are forming the load current Iload. The secondary-side voltage has a rectangular
shape corresponding to the operation of the voltage diode rectifier.

The waveforms of Ia and Ib of the current-doubler rectifier are mutually shifted by 90◦.
Iload is the sum of both of these leg currents. The ratio of the current ripple is affected by the
value of inductors, while referring to the triangle shape of the currents reflects into a highly
distorted shape of secondary-side voltage U2. This is valid also for the primary-side coil.
During diode commutation, an extreme rise of the voltage is visible followed by its gradual
decrease during the Iload rise. After this transient period, the U2 voltage is practically zero
(Figure 8). By reduction in the value of inductance of the current-doubler rectifier, it is
possible to reduce the maximum values of voltage U2. However, the efficiency and power
transmission will be reduced as well.
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4. Experimental Verification

Figure 9a shows the block diagram of the system setup during experimental verifi-
cations, while Figure 9b shows the physical prototype with laboratory equipment of the
analyzed WPT system.
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A more detailed design regarding the practical realization of the secondary-side
rectifier is shown in Figure 10. It is seen that the upper bridge rectifier diodes are replaced
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by the inductors, while the values are determined using Equation (22). Consequently, the
sizing of the inductor conductor refers to the secondary-side current value.
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Figure 10. Physical prototype of current-doubler rectifier for investigated WPT system.

The initial experimental verification of the system operation was performed in the form
of the analysis of the time waveforms of primary and secondary-side electrical variables.
Figure 11 (left) is showing these results for the operation at the optimal value of the load,
and Figure 11 (right) shows the operation in a real battery charging application. The
measured waveforms in Figure 11 correspond to the simulation results (Figures 7 and 8) in
terms of values and shapes.
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Consequently, to perform comparative analysis of the system performance considering
various types of the secondary-side rectification, certain modifications regarding system
parameters should be performed. With the same supply voltage, the alternative rectifier
with a current doubler will deliver much higher power compared to the default system
(“A”). There are at least three ways to deal with this. We will mark them with the letters
“B”, “C” and “D”.
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• Option “B” assumes the preservation of the circuit parameters, and therefore, it is
necessary to reduce the supply voltage to the value (23) with the help of (11).

• Option “C” considers the same supply voltage as option “A”, and therefore, a modifi-
cation of the secondary circuit is necessary. Considering (13), it is enough to recalculate
the secondary inductance according to (23).

• Option “D” is a completely new system design with an equivalent load determined by
Equation (23).

• The results of all variants are compared in Table 3, where ∆Pj1 and ∆Pj2 denote the
winding losses on the primary and secondary side.

Table 3. The results of the operational performance of analyzed WPT system.

Parameter “A” “B” “C” “D”

U1DC (V) 55 25 50 58
L1 (µH) 5.5 5.5 5.5 13.323
L2 (µH) 5.5 5.5 27.14 13.323

L3_L4 (µH) N/A 0.97 0.97 0.97
C1 (nF) 142.12 142.12 142.12 58.68
C2 (nF) 142.12 142.12 28.8 58.68
Ce (nF) N/A 162 162 162

R1 (mΩ) 90 90 90 90
R2 (mΩ) 90 90 90 90
∆Pj1 (W) 3 18.17 3.37 5
∆Pj2 (W) 13.77 2.5 4.63 4
PZ (W) 204.85 201.9 199 205
η (%) 92.27 87 96 91.7

• As can be seen from the results, option “B” comes out as the worst one. The reason
is the lower voltage compared to other options and thus the higher losses due to the
higher current flowing on the primary side. However, the transfer of the losses from
the secondary side to the primary side is favorable here, which can play a significant
role in the case of a waterproof design of the charger. Option “D” comes out in terms
of overall efficiency like opt. “A”, but its lower THDi (due to the type of the used
rectifier) leads to lower apparent power. This has a favorable effect regarding power
losses in the primary winding and brings an indisputable advantage from a thermal
management point of view. Option “C” is characterized with the best efficiency of all
the investigated variations.

• Because the operation of the WPT system is not fixed for one defined value of the load,
the sensitivity analysis of options “A” and “C” was performed regarding the load
variations. This approach is a key factor, which would determine the selection of the
proper topology for WPT charger design.

• From the results (Table 4), it is seen that opt. “A” achieved the maximum efficiency
for the 2RZ value, and a constant efficiency decline rate can be observed above the
2Rz operating point. The reason why opt. “A” has achieved the maximum efficiency
for different state instead of the nominal, lies in fact that the equivalent load does not
have enough value according to (23).

ηMAX(S−S) ≈ 1− 2R1
√

ω2M2

ω2M2 ≈ 1− 2R1√
ω2M2

≈

1− 2
k
√

Q1Q2

RZ−opt(S−S) ≈ kωL

RZ ≥ RZ−opt(S−S)

(24)
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Therefore, one of the alternative rectifier topology advantages may consist within the
condition (24) for easier fulfillment.

Table 4. The results of the operational performance of analyzed WPT system.

Parameter RZ 2RZ 3RZ 4RZ 5RZ

Opt. “A” PZ (W) 204.85 394.14 562.22 703.6 834.42
η (%) 92.27 94.11 93.8 92.68 92.18

Opt. “C” PZ (W) 199 380 471.75 517.52 551.21
η (%) 96 95.61 94.87 94.23 93.56

5. Discussion

The experiments agreement with the simulations, which is shown above in Section 4.
alongside a summary of the experimental results. Graphical representation of the exper-
imental results is given in Figure 12 for Table 3 and in Figure 13 for Table 4, showing
satisfactory results.

At the beginning, the proposed alternative I-type rectifier consists of only two diodes
and two high-quality inductors without mutual coupling, so the lower rectifier power
losses are expected as well. This phenomenon is certified by Figure 12, which captures the
system efficiency in the optimal load case. Therefore, but not because of that, the proposed
solution is advantageous.

Next, according to the construction, the proposed solution is cheaper and smaller than
that of a standard diode rectifier and especially than active impedance-matching circuits
and, in some cases, than alternative passive impedance matching of the wireless power
transfer load.

Finally, the proposed solution shows better properties in real application conditions,
too. Figure 13 shows the system efficiency under real conditions—it means under different
load values especially.

The proposed solution can increase the system efficiency with low costs, small space
and small complications.
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Figure 12. The results of the operational performance of analyzed WPT system—all options in
optimal system state.
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sis, whereby the proposed solution exhibits higher efficiency in comparison to the stand-
ard solution within the whole operational range. Based on these facts, it is worth saying 
that for the case of the specific application purpose (low equivalent loads) of the WPT 
system, the presented solution represents an attractive alternative that is not complex. The 
future works will be more focused on the EMI performance evaluation of the proposed 
alternative solution of the secondary-side rectifier of the WPT system. The reasons for this 
are that from natural operation, it was seen (Figures 7 and 8) that the voltage stress is 
much higher compared to the standard solutions of the rectifiers. Therefore, the relation 
between circuit components values (current-doubler inductors) and the possibilities for 
voltage stress reduction will be performed in greater detail.  
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6. Conclusions

This paper provides a system analysis of the wireless power transfer system equipped
with an alternative secondary-side rectifier solution. The proposed solution represents
a proper choice for the applications where low equivalent load is presented. An analyt-
ical approach was performed in order to find the optimal value of the secondary-side
current-doubler inductances—in order to meet the highest possible efficiency for defined
operational condition. Several relationships have been discussed during the analysis, thus
enabling electrical engineers to understand the design process of certain WPT systems with
an alternative topology of the secondary-side rectifier. The experimental verification of the
operational performance was realized under laboratory conditions, while the proposed so-
lution was adequately adapted to meet the required input–output parameters of commonly
used systems equipped by a standard bridge-voltage rectifier. Mutual comparison from
an efficiency point of view is given by laboratory verification—the achieved results show
that the presented alternative improves the operational efficiency for nominal parameters
by 3.73% (bridge rectifier—92.27%, current-doubler rectifier—96%). A second experiment
was performed in the way of load variation sensitivity analysis, whereby the proposed
solution exhibits higher efficiency in comparison to the standard solution within the whole
operational range. Based on these facts, it is worth saying that for the case of the specific
application purpose (low equivalent loads) of the WPT system, the presented solution
represents an attractive alternative that is not complex. The future works will be more
focused on the EMI performance evaluation of the proposed alternative solution of the
secondary-side rectifier of the WPT system. The reasons for this are that from natural
operation, it was seen (Figures 7 and 8) that the voltage stress is much higher compared to
the standard solutions of the rectifiers. Therefore, the relation between circuit components
values (current-doubler inductors) and the possibilities for voltage stress reduction will be
performed in greater detail.
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